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"Imagination is more important than knowledge"

- Albert Einstein

Annual Proceedings of Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences managed by Sociotechnical Systems Engineering institute serves for experience generalization in ICTE technologies and modelling use in the different areas. The new Proceedings involve articles related with e-learning technologies and software engineering. The authors deal with logistics and technical systems control. There are involved articles related with new approaches in sociotechnical systems sustainability assessment. An aim of the publishers is to encourage the development of regional and interdisciplinary science and especially, socio-technical research, granting free publication possibilities to the young scientists, doctoral students, graduates, and professionals.
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The Proceedings are aimed to introduction on research related with modern solutions and tools of Information Technologies, Telecommunications, and Electronics used for regional development and sociotechnical systems management and control. The Proceedings also deals with some aspects of regional science. Responsibility for the accuracy of all statements in each paper rests solely with the Author(s).
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